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ask you all kinds of questions about it, what you're doing. You are right

off there ready to dev.l devote yourself to your work because it is a desolation,

a dry land, a wilderness, in which no man dwelleth, neither doth any son of

man pass thereby. How could Jeremiah have known that this would happen in

Mesopotamia , am not in Egypt, not in Palestine, am not in *kb any other

place, but right there in Mesopotamia, How could he have known this and

made this prediction in the course of t his decade, the duration of the

punishment God was to bring upon the land. There was an intelligence back

of Jeremiah, leading him to say this thing in order that at a future day

people should be able in with a definite , specific, seal and signxt.x

to have the fact that God spoke through Jeremiah. Now, lets go from

Babylon to a very different kind of country, down to Egypt and as we

go into a Egypt , we will turn to the next Ezekiel. Ezekiel in tki his

thirtieth chapter had much to say about Egypt. There are many very

interesting predictions which could discuss at length, some of tkx which

I am sure would interest you greatly, but I want to pick out what is per

haps the most clear case in the whole chapter, ant evidence of fulfilled

prophecy, the fact that Ezekiel predicted something which no himan being

could km know by mere human wisdom, or possibly could bare imagined by

mere human guess, and this is what is said about the city of Memphis.

Now if you have the King James Version in front of you, we turn to Ezekiel

30:13 and in the course of four verses thersi is something said about different

cities in Zp Egypt. We are interested particularly in two cities , Memphis

and Thebes. Now the city of Memphis is often x represented bx in the Bible

and other archaelogical references by an abbreviation of the name. The name

Memphis is our taking ñ over of the Greek name. The name m was Menorpha,

abbreviated simply as Nopk and here in the King James Version they L"L

simply have taken this Hebrew word exactly from the Hebrew N
of
Lbt the

Revised Version put down Memphis , because Memphis is the name commonly used
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